
POC Question Response

CO
In the mission aligned organization, will you have control over contracting 
and legal or are you using matrixed people from NAVAIR?

Today under Competency Alignment, the Contracts and Legal employees are NAWCTSD employees, not NAVAIR HQ or NAWCAD employees. 
However, under CAO each of the Competency supervisory chains align to NAVAIR HQ or NAWCAD. While MAO is not yet finalized, the expectation is 
that supervisory chains will be aligned to CO, NAWCTSD rather than outside of NAWCTSD unless prohibited by law/regulation. Authority delegation is 
also expected to align between commands in this manner.

CO
How is your lab working with the rest of Team Orlando for integration and 
interoperability?

Assuming that the question is about LVCDOC and PTDS that were mentioned in the opening remarks, the lab is currently operating in a stand-alone, 
disconnected manner. It will eventually connect to all other labs onboard NSA Orlando and then expand connectivity to the planned Team Orlando 
collaborative lab in Partnership 4. It is planned to have NCTE, DMO, RDT&E (DREN & SDREN), and FEDSUN connectivity once full operational capability 
is realized. The timing of FOC is TBD.

CO Do you anticipate a reduction in contracting time due to the re-org?

We do not expect a reduction in contracting time purely as a result of the Mission Aligned Organization (MAO) change. However, both NAWCTSD and 
the wider NAVAIR enterprise are aggressively pursuing ways of shortening the contracting process, specific to the acquisition strategy for each effort.

Brian Will we receive an update for ADVTE? The information presented on the slide for ADVTE is the most current.

Paul
On the new competitive IDIQ will there be a small biz pool or just one for 
the bigs?

Our assumption was this question was referencing the Advanced Computer-based Training Systems (ACTS) Multi-Award Contract (MAC).  Although 
the strategy has not been completely defined, it is not our intent to create a separate small business pool for this MAC.

Brian
On the new competitive idiq for 60R will there be a small biz pool or just 
one for the bigs? This will be a single award ID/IQ contract

Brian

Slide said SAMT Upgrade acquisition will be a standalone contract. Last 
SAMT contract was procured through TSC IV. Why the change from TSC IV 
for this SAMT effort? This effort will use the TSC IV MAC.

Brian What GSA contract are you using?  OASIS? No, just standard GSA Schedule, to UFA, Inc.

Robin
During the last PALT we were told there would be an iCSS draft provided. Is 
that still the plan?  Final RFP release date? Yes, we are planning to release a draft in June.  Final will go asap after legal review.

Mike

Following the sources sought notice for the AHTS GBTS in April 19, when 
can we expect the Government to announce its acquisition strategy for this 
program? AHTS is a PMA 273 program.  Please refer to NECO regarding annocuments and AHTS GBTS information.

CO
 ANY progress:  Lack of high speed internet infrastructure (constrained by 
NMCI boundaries) to support these new systems

NMCI is the enterprise network for the Navy’s Unclassified and Classifed operations. Other than administrative and business related applications, 
most training functions do not use NMCI. Bandwidth constraints are absolutely being considered as each connected capability is being fielded. Each 
type of capability rides on different infrastructure (e.g. LVC Fleet training rides on NCTE, while most of RRL will ride on TRANET). Each capability is 
being scaled to operate on its planned infrastructure, but allowing for scaling as infrastructure improvements allow. Additionally, all of these 
infrastructures are considered collectively when examining bandwidth requirements and constraints at any given site.

Robin

It was mentioned the need for higher clearances for upcoming 
requirements. What is strategy to ensure industry can 
support?investigations/DD254 limitations, etc

Industry must comply with government policies in order to obtain a TS facility clearance.  Contact Defense Industrial Security Clearance Office (DISCO) 
for facility clearance issues.

Paul
Will the Surface Firefighting Training FEA be conducted by the Govt, or an 
oppty for industry?

The Front End Analysis is planned to start in August of 2019 and be conducted by Govt. personnel.   Opportunities for industry will result from 
decisions made based on solutions recommended by the FEA.   

Paul
Can you expand on the anticipated scope/content of the new NSST Training 
Systems program that you briefed?

our current contract that provides new and modified Navigation Seamanship Shiphandling Trainers (NSST) is expected to run out of ceiling before 
planned requirements are met as a result of the increase priority and expansion of the NSST program.  Our team is currently working with the 
program office (PMS-339) to determine options for meeting this increased demand.  We anticipate needing a new contract as soon as FY22.  

Bob
Under SBIR and STTR opportunities - phase III- what is the small business 
workshare requirement if teamed with large business?

SBIR Contractor can execute as much or as little of the work as required and use proven providers of services/products that derive from SBIR 
Contractor utilization.

Brian
Why is F/A-18 SAMT upgrade listed as “Standalone” and not listed as being 
under TSC IV?  The previous contract was TSC III. This effort will use the TSC IV MAC.

Aida
What is the rationale for the AEGIS CSCS support contract mentioned by 
Aida to be a sole source contact? The Sole Source designation is determined by the Partner Nation and stipulated in the Letter of Offer and Acceptance (LOA).

Eric

RRL- will the awardee and it’s partners of the gap analysis/functional 
requirements award be OCI’d out of the future content development 
procurements? Yes

Brian MH-60R/S Concurrency and Tech Refresh:  single IDIQ or MAC? Single Award ID/IQC
Robin NAWCTSD Product Line Mgmt IDIQ:  What is the NAICS? NAICS is still TBD.
Paul LCS VSTS VRLS: Why GSA70?  Why not TSC IV? All options are still under consideration for this effort, including TSC IV



Kathleen

SB rdtbl: SB >$15m in our industry poorly represented in NAICS. 
emailed/called SBA repeatedly to provide input with no luck. Do U work 
with them? Have access? The NAWCTSD Small Business Deputy will to the SBA and inquire about this issue.

Mike

Are there any plans to shift NAWCTSD culture so that COTS solutions must 
be exhaustively investigated before decisions are made to insource GOTS 
developments?

Each program has unique requirements and risk.  COTS and GOTS considerations are part of the market research into each training solution.  Business 
case considerations include life cycle cost and implications of restrictive data rights.

Brian
What’s  the expected contract value of the competitive segment of planned 
ADVTE program?

The final contract value for the competitive segment of the ADVTE requirement will be determined after the sources sought notice responses have 
been evaluated.  Anticipate an update at the next PALT.

Mike Can you describe what the future infrastructure for Navy LVC training

LVC infrastruce issues are very complex.  VC is normally realated to existing networks.  The Live part of LVC infrasture includes training ranges and in 
some cases "non-teathered" solutions (using tactical networks independent of existing training range networks.  The future Navy LVC infrasture is still 
being defined and may evolve over many years.  

Brian
Given the sole source for TEn IRT ADVTE, will there be an OCI consideration 
(restriction) for the rest of the program from that winner? No OCI restrictions.

Kathleen

Is there anything Government can do to ensure that what was proposed by 
the prime is executed by the prime with respect to teaming agreements 
and work share.

This is a difficult issue. Typically, there is little that can be enforced with respect to common teaming arrangements if things do not go as planned 
with respect to a prime's relationship with its subcontractors or teaming partners. At the end of the day, it is the prime contractor's responsiblity for 
delivery and/or performance. If there is a formal Joint Venture agreement in place with the SBA, possible action with the SBA could potentially be 
pursued. If the workshare issue applies to meeting small business subcontracting goals, it is possible that the Contracting Officer could pursue 
liquidated damages there wasn't a good-faith effort put forth to meeting those goals.

Eric Any estimate for RRL CC FY21 budget/funding? The FY21 CC contract value is TBD at this time.


